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FEATURES
Oval is an innovative range of wardrobe tubes
for modern furniture construction. The patented
shaping ensures highest strength with sustainable
use of material. The production lines to produce
these tubes are state of the art: high precision
stamping combined with high performance roll
forming ensure a cost-effective production at a
constantly high level of quality.

BENEFITS
Oval tubes are important accessories for every
stand alone or walk-in wardrobe and ensure a
safe and orderly storage of clothing.
The oval range stands out with a series of features
and benefits:
- Long life thanks to the use of quality raw
materials
- High performance at affordable prices
- Large choice of modern finishes
- Supply already cut and ready for use
- Shaped endings add strength and safety
- Packaging on demand

DIMENSIONS
The two available sections for Oval wardrobe tubes
are 22x15mm and 29x15mm. The range can be
supplied as standard from a minimum length of
230mm to a maximum length of 1400mm.
Holes can be stamped on the bottom side towards
tube endings to allow the use of supports with
pins, ensuring so further cabinet stability.

22x15

Oval wardrobe tubes are supplied in bundles
of 20 and can be packed according to agreed
customer specifications for transport and ease
of packing with flat-pack furniture.

29x15

FINISHES
Oval wardrobe tubes are realised from high quality
pre-coated steel coils, which ensure constant
quality and stability of colour and o finish over
time.
The different standard finishes available for Oval
wardrobe tubes are: zinc plated, nickel plated
mat, titan grey, white and black.

To protect the finish during transport and
furniture assembly the wardrobe tubes can be
upgrades with a protective peel-off foil in paper
or plastic material.

TECHNICAL PERFORMANCE
Oval wardrobe tubes are quality products and
meet or exceed the requirements made by
international standards.
In particular, the load ability of the product range
is 400 kg for a length of 1000mm.
The products are optimised for furniture use and
pass salt spray tests with YY hours.

VARIANTS
End holes

Protective film

Packaging

On each end, a hole of 6mm
can be punched to be used
with wardrobe tube supports
with pins and allowing so a
further stiffening of the carcass,
especially on flat-pack furniture.

Upon request the wardrobe
tube can be upgraded with a
protective film for transport and
assembly.

According to the specifications
agreed with the customer,
different packaging variants to
optimise logistics and furniture
packaging can be developed.

VISION & MISSION
Well-equipped and well-functioning furniture in all
price categories should contribute to wellbeing all
over the world in the 21st century. Rennerich are
contributing with smart sustainable solutions at
the right price to achieve customer expectations
in that field.

PRODUCTION
With over 70 employees in two plants with a total
surface of 8.800 m2, Rennerich are producing
every year several millions of linear meters of
roll formed furniture accessories like wardrobe
tubes, sliding door profiles, sliding door handles
and other furniture construction profiles. State-ofthe-art equipment for stamping, roll forming and
packaging ensure best-in-class performance.

QUALITY MANAGEMENT
The quality management applied by the company
corresponds to the high expectations of the
industry; quality is lived by the whole team. A tight
and efficient organisation, performant equipment
to the latest quality standards and clearly defined
processes throughout the company ensure a
constant quality level of all products and the
respect of agreed lead times.
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PORTFOLIO
Oval wardrobe tubes ensure orderly and safe storage
of clothing in free-standing or walk-in wardrobes at
leading manufacturers in Germany and worldwide.

Sliding door mechanisms
Overslide sliding door mechanisms allow quick
and practical access to wardrobe content with
price conscious and quality leading manufacturers
worldwide.

Handle profiles
The Grip sliding door handle portfolio convinces
through large choice of shapes and finishes and
constant quality, with standard designs or models
made to customer requirement.

Connection bars
Quickbar is the innovative solution for the top
connection of bottom cabinets in kitchen and
bathroom applications. Compact, strong and available
as tool less version for flat-pack furniture or for factory
assembled furniture as well.

Rollforming
More than a decade of experience in roll forming
components for the furniture industry and other
applications have turned Rennerich into a leading
company in that field.

Stamping
Stamped components in steel, from a simple bracket
to complex components are part of the competency
of Rennerich since the beginning of the activity in
furniture applications and other industries as well.
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